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Executive summary 
 

The following report outlines many factors of the brand strategy for the Bookit mobile 

application. 

This report follows on from the customer based brand value analysis report.  The 

previous report researched a specific audience and their needs, in order to come up 

with recommendations for the ensured success of the Bookit brand. 

Covered in this brand strategy report is research behind the brand and audience  - 

customer insight, segmentation analysis, and the brands vision, objectives and 

strategies. 

Following the background information is detailed descriptions about the brand.  

Specifics are covered such as the essence of the brand, the positioning statement 

and the traits/values of Bookit. 

Once the report has identified this, a promotional plan is provided to show the ways 

in which the brand will be marketed to the audience .  Also covered is the concept 

and creative, brand name strategy and implementation plan. 

The financial details surrounding this brand complete the report, with financial 

assessments, and profit and loss forecast. 
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Market opportunity 
After analysing the qualitative research results, it is clear that there is a need for a 

tool such as the Bookit app.  Based on the research data, students at Unitec felt that 

utilising their campus bookshop was more often than not, frustrating and difficult. 

 Many students shared that they were unable to source their required textbooks from 

the bookshop, and if they were able to be ordered, would take an extremely long 

time to arrive - often the students are several weeks into their courses by this stage. 

 Because of this, the students would either take their business off campus, 

purchasing their required texts through either online (often overseas) websites, or 

other bookshops. 

 

Because of these reasons, it is evident that there is a gap in the market:  There is not 

yet an app available for New Zealand tertiary students which allows them to access 

their campus bookshop. Also, there is a proven need for such a tool, based on the 

qualitative research data which will enable the Bookit app to be successful. 

 

The data also showed that the majority of students at Unitec own smartphones and 

frequently use apps - apps are fast becoming a part of everyday life.  Therefore the 

new Bookit app will be easily accessible to most students, who will find the app 

straightforward to download and utilise. 

 

To summarise, the issues identified through qualitative research: 

 

• Many students felt frustrated with the service at their campus bookshop 

• Required textbooks are frequently unavailable when needed 

• Most students end up buying books from other bookshops or online websites 

• Often, students will decide not to order the books required for their course 

because of the inconvenience of ordering. 

 

The factors that identify an opportunity in the market: 

• The majority of students own smartphones 

• The students with smartphones frequently download and use apps 

• As of yet, there is no app available for New Zealand tertiary students that 

enable them to access their campus bookshop. 
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Solution 
 

Unitec has over 21,000 students across 152 programmes of study (Unitec Institute of 

Technology, 2013). A fundamental to students lives are their textbooks, considering 

there is only one bookshop of the largest of the three campuses, it is important that 

the service of that bookshop is as efficient as it can possibly be. 

 

To address the issues identified above we propose the creation of a smartphone 

application called Bookit, which aids the ordering through to purchase process 

students often have to go through with the bookshop. Bookit would be downloadable 

to any smartphone and ideally free of charge as highlighted in qualitative research 

our demographic do not have a large amount of disposable income, and paying for it 

may deter them from using the service . 

 

It would not only be used to order and buy textbooks but their is the potential for the 

bookshop to sell other products and advertise services.  There is no other 

smartphone application that offers the same service in reference to the Unitec 

Bookshop therefore competitors are practically nonexistent. Therefore our point of 

difference is in comparison to other service based applications such as trademe, the 

difference is our application is specific to the Unitec Bookshop, which is nonexistent 

at present. With room to grow the brand has a bright future. 
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Product description 
 

WHAT IS IT? -The product / brand idea that this report is based on, is a mobile 

application designed for tertiary students which will make using their campus 

bookshop easier and more accessible.  The mobile application, called Bookit – which 

will be available for all smart phones – will mean that the students have access to 

their campus bookshop whenever they need to and wherever they are. - 

 
HOW DOES IT WORK? - The student will be able to search for the text book or item 

of stationary they require for their studies, if the item is not in stock, they can request 

that it is ordered – this will then alert the bookshop, who will order it, and the student 

will receive a notification when it is ready for collection. 

If the item is available, the student can purchase that item through the app, and the 

bookshop will be alerted of this and put the item aside for that particular student to 

collect. 

 

AIM - The aim of this app is to minimize the frustrations of the students, lecturers 

and bookshop staff.  Bookit will mean that students do not need to physically go into 

the bookshop unless their item is available and ready for collection.  It also means 

for the bookshop staff, that they will be able to manage the high demand for books in 

an easier, and more stress free way (without scores of students demanding various 

items over the counter each day). 
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Target customers 

 

Target customers can be defined as a “particular market segment at which a 

marketing campaign is focussed” (Web Finance, 2013). 

 

There is one clear target customer for the Bookit brand and this is University and 

other tertiary institutes. 

 

Our target customers are students of Universities and other tertiary institutes 

because they are the market that need easy service to provide the text books for 

their education. This decision was easy to make as there are already services for 

people to order books over the internet, however there is no simple way for students 

to guarantee the purchase of the books they require for their courses. 

 

The opportunities that these students represent for Bookit will be determined by the 

following factors: 

 

• Awareness of the brand amongst the students 

• The ease of access to applications 

• The frequency of purchases from the book store 
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Segmentation analysis 
 

Consumer markets are often separated into segments such as geographic or 

demographic. Geographic is usually based on Location, population density and 

growth, whilst demographic focusses on age, gender, ethnicity and occupation 

amongst other attributes. 

 

The segmentation base which we have selected is that of the demographic segment. 

This is because our research has led us to believe that the age and occupation plays 

a large part in the brand development. The research shows that the people who are 

most likely to use the Bookit application are between the ages of 19-26 and are all 

students of some form. 

 

There are other factors which will be taken into account but the above come out as 

the strongest so far. 
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Customer insight  
 

As previously mentioned, the target market for the Bookit app is New Zealand 

tertiary students. 

 

Within New Zealand, it is possible for anyone from the age of 17 onwards can study 

at a tertiary level.  This means, that there isn’t a particular age group that this product 

will  

target.  In saying this, judging by the qualitative research that was carried out, the 

majority of tertiary students are from the ages of 19 to 26 years.  This age bracket is 

backed up by statistics regarding the age of New Zealanders taking part in tertiary 

education - the majority being 18-24 years ("Participation in tertiary education - 

Social Report 2010", n.d). 

 

Characteristics of this age bracket - often referred to as young adults - include: 

(gathered from ‘Young Adults Revealed’ (Uyenco, n.d)) 

 

• Internet and technologically savvy 

• Interested in brands and products 

• Many watch TV online, or online videos as a form of entertainment 

• A large majority own smartphones 

 

With these characteristics in mind, it can be determined that the target audience for 

the Bookit brand can be defined as: 

 

Tertiary students from the age of 19 to 26 years of age, who are technologically 

capable, own smartphones and follow brands and emerging products closely. 

 

As previously mentioned, the needs of the particular customers that the Bookit brand 

is targeting, has been researched by qualitative methods.  The conclusions that 

arose from the research show that the customers needs include: 

 

• To minimise the stress and frustrations of sourcing required texts at the 

beginning of semester. 
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• A service that enables the students to access and use their campus 

bookshops easily 

• An affordable and easily accessible service. 

 

It is important to understand the wants and needs of consumers to ensure the most 

successful marketing of any brand. 

 

Through the research which has been conducted it has become apparent that 

consumers want and need a simple alternative to waiting for weeks on end for a 

product from the Unitec book store. 

 

Awareness is also an aspect which the customers require. As Bookit is a mobile app, 

word of mouth and online advertising will be the most effective ways for the brand to 

increase its awareness. 

 

Often a brand is assessed and judged according to its elements such as visual, 

performance and accessibility. The visual aspects include the brand name, logo and 

overall appearance of the app. Performance is judged by its speed, accuracy and 

reputation. It’s accessibility is based on issues such as how many networks the app 

is available on, the price of the app and from what location the app can be utilized 

from. 

 

A strong and simple name was required to gain the attention of the audience and to 

also be easy for people to remember. 

 

Items which were of importance to the consumers who were interviewed were: 

 

• Price 

• Ease of use 

• Service 
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Strategic brand positioning plan 

 

Vision 

 

Here at Bookit we have a vision of being the number one service application for 

University and Institute students around the world, providing a service which makes 

purchasing textbooks and resources much easier and resulting in the bookshops 

being more accessible for every student at any time of day and from any location. 

 

Objectives 

 

All of our objectives will be SMART, that means they will be specific, measurable, 

achievable, relevant and time-oriented (Leads, 2013). 

 

Our first objective is to have all further research completed and have all of the main 

ideas in place to develop the most user-friendly and useful application possible. 

 

Our next objective is to successfully develop the Bookit app and have it implemented 

into the Unitec Mount Albert campus by February 1st 2014 which will give students 

time to purchase their books before semester 1 begins. 

 

Once we have a solid foothold in the Mount Albert campus we will, once all 

alterations have been made, make the application available to Unitec students at all 

three of it’s Auckland campus’. 

 

After the application is successfully accessible to all Unitec students we will begin 

discussions with the bookstores of Auckland’s other main institutes beginning with 

Auckland University, AUT and Massey University. 

 

We are aiming to have entered each of these markets by the beginning of 2015 to 

ensure the students have the application in time for the first semester of the year. 

 

After the application has been successfully implemented into each of these 

institutions we will then continue to expand and enter each of the 8 Universities 
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around New Zealand as well as the other key institutes (Universities New Zealand, 

2012). 

 

We intend to extend our services internationally and are aiming to have this 

completed by the beginning of 2016. The countries which we will target will be: 

Australia, U.S.A and Great Britain. 

 

Strategies 

 

Here at Bookit we have a plan of action which we are ready to implement to give us 

the best chance possible to succeed in the mobile application market. 

 

To ensure that we are successful in entering the market we will conduct further 

research across each department within Unitec to make sure that we are capable of 

fulfilling the needs and wants of the student community. 

 

Our research will continue to take the form of qualitative research as well as some 

additional quantitative research which will give us a better idea of the numbers of 

people who support the idea of the Bookit app or believe it is not needed. 

 

The combination of both of these types of research will give us the most informative 

and accurate view of the market. 

 

Once we have the overwhelming evidence that we require to produce Bookit, we will 

then approach the Unitec book store and present our findings to them and come to 

an arrangement which benefits all three parties, the book store, Bookit and of 

course, the students. We will demonstrate just how beneficial the app will be to 

everyone and produce a chart of financial benefits for the book store as well as 

demonstrating both the pros and cons of the app development. 

 

We will then manage brand equity over time. 
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Tactics 

 

We at Bookit believe in being open and honest about our intentions and want to keep 

a positive reputation through every stage of brand development and implementation. 

 

Branding 

• We will stay true to any promises which we make. 

• We will maintain a strong brand image which invites students. 

• We will be loyal to our beliefs and our customers and clients. 

• We will provide a product which will make purchasing text books and 

stationery much easier for all students. 

• We will have a solid marketing strategy which will gain students attention and 

give them understanding of what our brand can give them. 

 

Profitability 

• We will keep the price of the app to a level that covers costs and makes a 

profit while not being out of reach of the students. 

• We will take a percentage of monthly sales from the book store through the 

app which will support our business while still leaving the book store with a 

sizeable profit. 

• We will keep to any budget which has been allocated. 

• We will maintain the competitive edge of the market and have a strong hold 

on it which will make it hard for any competition to rival us. 

 

Promotion 

• We will market Bookit through the social media channels of each institution 

we enter as well as promoting our service through each book store. 

• As social media is widely used by students all around the world, we will make 

the most of this asset and use it for free exposure of the Bookit brand. 

• Word of mouth will also play a major factor in our brands exposure, social 

media will help spread the message but students who have benefitted from 

the app will share their positive experiences. 
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Brand Essence 

 

Brand essence is defined as “the core characteristic that defines a brand” 

(AllAboutBranding, 2007). 

 

The characteristics which define the Bookit brand are: 

• Simple to use 

• Convenient 

• People oriented 

 

Brand Mantra 

 

A brand mantra is a short, three- to five- word phrase that captures the irrefutable 

essence or spirit of the brand positioning (Keller, 2013). 

 

In order to implement a successful brand mantra it is important that the brand follows 

these three points: 

• Communicate - Should define the category of the business and clarify what is 

unique about the brand. 

• Simplify - Should be memorable. Short, crisp and vivid. 

• Inspire - Should stake out ground that is personally meaningful and relevant to 

as many employees as possible (Keller, 2013). 

 

Bookit mantra = Simple Student Solutions 

 

 Emotional modifier Descriptive modifier Brand function 

Bookit Simple Student Solutions 
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Brand positioning statement  
  

We provide a simple, efficient and convenient way for Unitec students to order 

textbooks and stationary that saves time and ultimately benefits their learning. 

 

Our brand positioning statement demonstrates our dominance in the market as the 

service we offer, to our niche market, is unique and unlike anything else currently 

available. 

 

Our brand positioning has five main focus points: 

 

1. Our target market is: Unitec students 

2. Our business/industry category is: smartphone application service brands 

3. Our points of difference (POD) are: a online ordering service specific to the 

Unitec Bookshop, whereby students can see which products/textbooks are in 

stock at the bookshop, how many are available and can reserve or request 

books as necessary.   

4. Our points of parity (POP): There are many service applications that allow you 

to order and pay for products such as books and stationary. 

5. Our key benefits: The convenience of not having to go to the physical 

bookshop, the delay of having your books for the beginning of semester and 

the ease of communication between the bookshop and its customers- the 

students. 
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Brand traits/ Values 
 

Brand traits and values are what an organisation wants their brand to stand for and 

how they see themselves.: 

 

Bookit’s core values and traits include: 

 

• Accessible 

• Simple 

• Effective 

• Convenient 

• Valuable asset 

• Quality product 

 

When people see Bookit they will immediately relate the name to words such as 

quality, simple and effective. We strive to provide a service which is both simple and 

effective and is trusted by the consumers. 
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Strategic promotional plan   
J 

 

 

 
 

When we looked at areas that we felt to target our advertsing to win over the target 

market we are targeting. Our biggest area we are targeting is Radio Advertising 

because we feel that targeting the right radio stations we will get our meesage to our 

audience. 

 

Here at Bookit we have made it our priorty to make  sure that student textbooks are 

avaible for students in Unitec when they need help and without the stress and fuss, 

of waiting in queues.  

 

Our main priorty in doing this is to increase student interest by designing an 

application where students can pre order course textbooks, and be guaranteed that 

their book will be here on time, and in doing so students do not have to get the books 

they need. To get our message out there, we feel that the radio network we need to 

target is Radio Network because they have the stations that we are after to focus in 

on our target market who go to university and use mobile apps. (The Radio 

advertisement is reference 7) The main message that we are trying to get out 

through the advertising is that if you are sick of waiting in the queues to get your 

textbooks. If you use your app the textbook will be ready without the queues.  
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With the Billboards we are targeting again our target market who like to go out for 

walks or sitting in the traffic on their way into University. We feel that using a 

billboard will bring in people to our website. The billboards (references 1, 2, 3) give 

people the chance and incentive to go and look at our website to either find out more 

information on the application on line. Again we feel that targeting the months of 

January – March and July – September will give us the targeted effect of helping 

customers out. 

 

We will also be using website ads (reference 3,4,5,6) as we feel that is backs up the 

message that we are saying in the advertising campaign but targeting the internet 

users.  

 

We have designed link based advertisements that have links directly to the 

application store. 

 

We will also use references 1,2,3 for the supermarkets because we feel that we are 

doing the same message above it will have the same effect 

 

Posters x6 – (attched in appendices) 
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Brand concept 
 

Developing a service brand is at times challenging because these services are often 

less tangible than products and more likely to vary in quality, depending on the 

particular person or people providing them (Keller, 2013). This is especially difficult 

with applications because it has to relate strongly to consumers needs and wants 

and has limited time to gain the trust and credibility of the consumer. 

The Bookit brand will deliver a simple and efficient system which will give the user 

the convenience of placing an order from wherever they are, saving time and the 

effort of approaching the shop without knowing whether or not they can fulfill the 

needs of the consumer. 

 

The brand concept of Bookit will be based around the performance of the service 

and the trust of the consumers. 
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Concepts & Creative 
 

The bold colours and striking design were chosen to catch the eye of the consumer 

instantly, with the intention of being immediately recognizable to any student. 

 

Ideas: 

• Bright colours (to get attention cause consumers only see a little image so it 

needs to stand out) 

• Contrasting colours 

• Chose the name because its short and snappy and easy to remember 

• Sharp lines so the name stands out 

• Effective background image 

• Something students can relate to or understand when they see the logo 

• Sizing 

• Incorpatesunitec 

 

Possible points that could be used (sorry I wrote this up and wasnt sure if we needed 

it and if we did need it where does it go) 
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Brand name strategy 

 

Bookit is the name of the mobile application that will be produced, as stated earlier in 

this report.  This name also becomes the brand name, which in turn is the name of 

the company behind it.   

In short, the reason behind the name, is a simple play on words which aims to state 

that the application is a book ordering service. 

 

As the Bookit app is the first product to come from the Bookitcompany, it will become 

the face of the brand.  If other products were to be created after the Bookit 

application, each product will have an individual name, however it will be marketed 

through the Bookit brand. 

 

The vision for the brand name, is to provide a successful product, the Bookit app, 

and (all going well) let the business grow from there. 
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Implementation Plan 
J 

 

Here at Bookit we have made it our priorty to make  sure that student textbooks are 

avaible for students in Unitec when they need help and without the stress and fuss, 

of waiting in queues. Our main priorty in doing this is to increase student interest by 

designing an application where students can pre order course textbooks, and be 

guaranteed that their book will be here on time, and in doing so students do not have 

to get the books they need.  

 

Although this is our first campaign we feel that we can really give students a chance 

to buy books again at Unitec (no worry no fuzz possible slogan) instead of students 

looking elsewhere to buy their books because of their lack of stock and poor service. 

This will cut out the queues, cut out the unnecessary stress and also it will stop that 

realisation that Unitec did not order enough textbooks to suit student numbers   

 

We at Bookit feel that with this being our first campaign with a very simple goal in 

mind, to help students out with cuts rushing and (in a way) dealing directly with the 

retailer. To get this right, however, we feel that we need to target the retail and 

wholesaler channels for us to make sure that this is targeted to Unitec Students only 

and to make sure that we use our channels effectively so that we can create a 

successful and effective marketing campaign for them so that it involves them in 

Unitec. 

 

One area at Bookit that we have to be mindful of is risk. In doing research into doing 

good implementation of products we found a good point from (Government, 2012) 

“However , some policies, programs and projects involve high implementation risk, 

and thus require appropriate management disciplines to be used and engagement 

with central agencies to maximise the prospects of delivery success.” This quote is 

extremely relevant to campaign because we understand that policies, releasing the 

software, any / all of the online resources and social media plays up, the terms and 

conditions that we have written get broken by customers or staff, software could stop 

working or have faults in the first few months of usage or other areas that could play 

up could cause problems to the end user. 
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We know that we need to have strong backup measures in place so that if one of the 

above happens we can fix the issue straight away without affecting the customer 

(which is university students who are on their cellphones) using our product. This 

inturn will create a great software product (or application) that people will continue to 

use. We do realise that implementing software like this can have problems. Bookit 

feel that if we follow the quote above this will help us to avoid mistakes like that. 

In doing this campaign we felt that we needed to find channels where we could find 

and deliver the messages that we have mentioned above to customers.  

 

We feel that there are three ways we can get that: 

 

1.High Schools. Schools is an important aspect to this. We feel that if we target 

schools in Auckland and focus our some attention on the students in year 12-13 by 

passing out snapshots of our software this will create a good word of mouth and 

create a positive brand awareness that we need to make sure that we can continue 

to gain more new customers from high school. 

 

2. Registration envelops. This will allow us to target people exactly the same way as 

we do with the high school students. However we feel that using the same campaign 

and this time putting the website link in the registration pack will give our second 

target market a chance to see what the application is like to use 

 

3. GainningUnitec Students. We will be targeting this area using things like the USU 

mag, USU site to capture more of the audience  by  offering free trials. 

Budget BreakdownHey Josh.. Put the financial stuff under the new financial 

headings I have set up... 
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Short and long term goals 

J 

In the first 30 days we expect to see: 

1.       Interest from students wanting to use the application 

2.       Interest grows again about using the Unitec bookshop 

3.       People beginning to use the application 

4.       Expected money made is $1,000 

In the first 60 days we expect to see: 

1.       Interest begins to grow on the application – with the application being used 

2.       Students are slowly looking at purchasing items at the Unitec bookshop 

3.       Users of application reaches 100 peoples 

4.       Expected profit is $1,250 

In the first 90 days we expect to see: 

1.       Students use application more – positive feedback goes out about the product 

2.       Unitec Bookshop does a 15% off sale – which we push through the phone 

3.       Applicants reach 150 

4.       Expected profit is $1,500 

In the first 6 months we expect to see: 

1.       Application becomes more accessible – helps people that do not have 

transportation. 

2.       Some students are willing to shop at the bookshop 

3.       Application is helping students take stress out their life’s waiting for textbooks 

4.       Expected profit is $2,000 

5.       People that didn’t own a smartphone buy a smartphone to use the product 

In the first year we expect to see: 

1.       Application is starting to become more popular with students. 

2.       Increasingly interest around shopping at the bookshop 
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3.       Application creates good word of mouth 

4.       Expected profit is $3,000 

5.       Bookstore has small sales on everything in store 

In the second year we expect to see: 

1.       30% of people at Unitec with smart phones use our application 

2.       People continue to buy more stock from the bookshop with money coming in 

more frequently 

3.       Positive word of mouth and brand awareness happensApplication maintains word 

of mouth 

4.       Expected profit is $5,000 
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Financial assessments 

J 

 

 

Expected growth chart 

  Jan-14 10,000 

Feb-14 25,000 

Mar-14 14,000 

Apr-14 7,500 

May-14 4,000 

Jun-14 4,000 

Jul-14 7,000 

Aug-14 28,000 

Sep-14 28,500 

Oct-14 9,000 

Nov-14 4,000 

Dec-14 1,500 

Jan-15 20,000 

Feb-15 42,000 

Mar-15 30,000 

Apr-15 10,000 

May-15 6,500 

Jun-15 4,000 
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In these tables above we have above is the breakdown of what we have expected 

from the software. We understand that we will hit highs and lows in the annual 

financial year so we have come up with ways that will we will market to the months. 

We expect our peak times between the later end of January to the middle part of 

March and July – September because we feel that these are the busiest times of the 

year due to the start of semester. We feel that between the months of May – June 

and October – December because we feel that not many / no students need 

textbooks. 
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J 
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